Associating the mesoscale fiber organization of the tongue with local strain rate during swallowing.
The tongue is an intricately configured muscular organ that undergoes a stereotypical set of deformations during the course of normal human swallowing. In order to demonstrate quantitatively the relationship between 3D aligned lingual fiber organization and mechanics during swallowing, the tissue's myoarchitecture and strain rate were imaged before and during the propulsive phase of a 3.0ml water bolus swallow. Mesoscale fiber organization was imaged with high-resolution diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and multi-voxel myofiber tracts generated along maximum diffusion vectors. Tissue compression/expansion was obtained via lingual pressure-gated phase-contrast (PC) MRI, a method which determines local strain rate as a function of the phase shift occurring along an applied gradient vector. The co-alignment of myofiber tract direction and the localized principal strain rate vectors was obtained by translating the strain rate tensor into the reference frame with the primary axis parallel to the maximum diffusion vector using Mohr's circle, resulting in the generation of fiber-aligned strain rate (FASR). DTI tractography displayed the complete fiber anatomy of the tongue, consisting of a core region of orthogonally aligned fibers encased within a longitudinal sheath, which merge with the externally connected styloglossus, hyoglossus, and genioglossus fibers. FASR images obtained in the mid-sagittal plane demonstrated that bolus propulsion was associated with prominent compressive strain aligned with the genioglossus muscle combined with expansive strain aligned with the verticalis and geniohyoid muscles. These data demonstrate that lingual deformation during swallowing involves complex interactions involving intrinsic and extrinsic muscles, whose contractility is directed by the alignment of mesoscale fiber tracts.